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Flashdance is more of a stimulus than a performance. Or, it’s an empty piece, an antimatter in the form 

of a performance that, in a space, swallows everything I recognise as stage performance. The space is 

dark, lit in a controlled manner. The seats are set in a circle, in the middle of which a large black sack 

starts to expand and turns into a creature swelling in every direction. It takes a good long while for the 

eye to understand and make sense of the stage; what the sack is, who’s controlling it and who are inside, 

why does it feel like this to look at it.  

When your eyesight is restricted by the dark, the eye starts to see things. The more relaxed you are in 

surrendering to the situation and the act of watching, the more unconstrained you are to see meaningful 

things. The more uncomfortable you feel in the darkness, where your eyesight is controlled and slowly 

taken, the less control you have over the things you see. The viewer is faced with the limitations of their 

vision and the limitlessness of their imagination. 

The experience can be either fascinating or violent, forced or blessed, depending solely on the one 

watching. The audience is provided with a rare and fascinating freedom to see whatever. With that 

freedom comes responsibility; every member of the audience is responsible for the performance they 

see. In a sense, Flashdance resembles our current risk society; the disturbances and achievements it 

may cause are completely outsourced to each participating spectator-subject. At the same time, the piece 

in itself is a risk; its essence changes completely with every spectator’s views. From the point of view of 

the ontology of the representation, that’s what makes it interesting 

I think about the dancers inside the sack, how their outline is impossible to understand. The movements 

that reach the surface of the bag are mostly unidentifiable echoes of their bodies. I think about their 

dramaturgy as performers, the freedom they have been given to use the stage according to their 

impulses. I try to understand their freedom but perceiving it visually proves as impossible as 

understanding their bodies in the darkness. They are ghosts who need a white sheet to come across 

visually. All I see in the darkness is a large blackened lung, bitterly inching through the universe.  

Through the surface of the gigantic black sack, the three dancers moving inside become a single 

creature, an individualisation of shared participation. The sack turns them into an object. It rises like the 

tide, washing over those who are sleeping, it covers light, space, and life. I can’t see anything properly, 

white, hasty, and grainy whiteness on top my retinas is in the way of darkness, a state of extreme forced 

self-consciousness, I can feel my limitations so. When the bag licks me, I feel like a boundary.  

Although I’m not interested in the darkness, instead my subconsciousness shuns from it, during this 

performance I’m forced to invest my entire self in the darkness, which causes enormous panic, which, in 

turn, is both interesting and painful. Darkness is also time. Or, darkness sucks time, it seems to last 

forever and, in this space, is so complete it’s becoming impossible to imagine alternative worlds or a way 

out. You just have to be and encounter your own visions.  

In Flasdance, darkness is not mischievous or an act of torture, it merely illustrates the machinery that is 

theatre. Primarily, theatre always guides and takes the viewer’s senses. The increasing and already 

canonising interest the performing arts have towards darkness is about theatre’s instinct to kidnap the 

viewer’s senses and control to functional freedoms of those stepping into the space inside the machinery. 

The spectators are perceived as surrenders, and restricting those surrenders excites the theatre. 

Using darkness, this performance brings light to the recurring rules of a theatre space. Every 

performance on every stage is a unique set of electric shocks, used for guiding the audience 

unexpectedly towards something and hoping that the gaze will find its way there, in other words, 

crediting the piece for the spectator’s experience. In the surroundings of Flashdance, the stage politics of 

restrictions become radically distinguishable, even though in theatre, the gaze is always in the dark, 

regardless of the performance. 

The changing quality of experiences can’t be blamed on Flashdance, nor can they really be brought back 

to the piece, since almost every reading, interpretation and feeling is hallucinated in the darkness. Every 

viewer sees a performance of their own, which brings about many exceptional questions regarding the 

ontology of all performances. Flashdance is an impulse that either makes the audience independent or 

lonely.  



 

 

 


